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Abstract: In order to design new services in e-mobility, the knowledge of customer needs is crucial.
In this paper, we compare the results from a literature review about customer needs with the results
from harvesting a modern data source: micro blog data.
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1 Introduction

The correct identi®cation of customer needs is one of the main challenges for service pro-

viders [AP02]. As part of research, it plays an important role in different areas, namely

Needs Elicitation [HD03], Customer Requirement Analysis [BL95], Service Engineering

[BS06] and Service Design Thinking [St11]. While there is a large amount of publications

on customer needs in time-tested domains, e.g. tourism [AH98] or software (engineering)

[RJ00], the ®eld of electric mobility (e-mobility3) is a rather new, emerging phenomenon

which is still under development with high dynamics [BPS10]. As stated in [Kl14, St15],

there is a lack of e-mobility services to accelerate the successful implementation and ad-

option of the new technology. In order to support the development of such services, it is

important to identify customer needs in the ®eld of e-mobility to translate them into new

or improved services at a later point.

In the work at hand we aim at identifying customer needs in the ®eld of e-mobility by

leveraging a modern data source: micro blog data (e.g. Twitter). Recent studies show that

people using social media tend to talk about technology-related topics [MLF15]. There-

fore, we assume that a certain share of (potential) e-mobility customers have an af®nity

for social media which implies that they share their opinions and needs in social media

networks. These statements enable us to identify new customer needs. Although this data

is not representative, it allows to regard ®rst-hand postings of (potential) customers, who

expressed a need in an emotional situation like dissatisfaction or joy. This is an advantage

compared to data from traditional surveys, where non-response bias is a major challenge

[Gr06].
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The contribution of this work is twofold. First, it gives an overview about the current state

of research of customer needs in the ®eld of e-mobility. We propose a clustering pattern to

structure the needs in four major need categories. Second, we use relevant micro blog data

in the ®eld of e-mobility in the German-speaking area, expressed over a time span of six

months in 2015. These data provide us deep insights about customer needs on the subject

of e-mobility. We compare the expressed customer needs with the current state of research

and discuss differences.

2 Prerequisites

Before we are able to focus on the methodology, the study and the results, we have to

outline the term customer need and relate to the used dataset as a prerequisite in order to

lay a foundation for the remaining work.

Customer Needs Traditionally, the term customer need originates from the discipline of

Marketing. Kotler and Armstrong suggest to split the term into three different categories:

need, want and demand [KA01]. Needs cover—amongst others—the basic human requi-

rements in life like security or food. Every need is necessary for a decent existence of a

human being. A want is the form a need takes. It is shaped by culture and personality. In

case a want is backed by the power to buy something, the want is called demand. When

we regard our domain of e-mobility, we could imagine a human being who has the need of

mobility. The need can take the form of an electric vehicle (EV), so someone wants an EV

and demands (exemplary) a Tesla Model S. Needs, wants and demands can be translated

into every other requirement. A need can be translated into a demand similar to the trans-

lation of a want into a need. Additionally, Harding et al. outline that a customer need can

also be expressed as a requirement of a product or service [Ha01]. Requirements are often

expressed by humans when a service or a product lacks on a certain attribute. Referring to

our previous example, the person can express that he4 requires an EV with more airbags.

In case there is an EV with more airbags than currently on the market, this person would

buy that car. Therefore, the person has the requirement for an airbag, but his requirement

is actually referred to the need of safety. Requirements can also be translated into needs,

wants and demands—and since the terms can be easily translated, humans express their

requirements in every of the four categories. Referring to our aim to quantify customer

needs, there is no necessity to differentiate between the different characterizations. For

simplicity, we use the terms needs or customer needs as thesauri for all four mentioned

types need, want and demand as well as requirement.

Micro Blog Dataset The retrieval of our relevant micro blog data set is not part of this

work and is only explained brie¯y. A more detailed description can be found in Kuehl et

al. 2016, which illustrates an approach to automatically detect micro blog instances contai-

ning customer needs [KSS16]. As stated before, the domain for our dataset is e-mobility.

4 To ensure a steady reading ¯ow in this work, we use only one gender. Based on the outcome of a coin-¯ip, we

use male pronouns (he, his, him) when necessary. This always includes the female gender as well.
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In addition to the domain, we also de®ne a geographical area as well as the language. The

®rst is important because we need a comparable area in the ®eld of legislation, design of

economy and living standard of the population to be not biased towards one speci®c group

of people in the area. The second is important because different languages tend to have

different semantic structures which would distort our analysis. With our decision to use

only German tweets, we cover both of these additional conditions: German is only spoken

in Germany, Austria and in parts of Switzerland which have comparable socio-economic

preconditions.

As a source for micro blog instances we use Twitter since it is the most popular micro

blogging service provider [De16]. We conduct the retrieval of relevant micro blog data by

using the Twitter Streaming API. We collect every instance (tweet) which contains at least

one word of a prede®ned keyword list. The list is reasoned on the opinion of professionals

and popular EVs in Germany. It consists of eight German5 and ®ve English6 generic terms

which are supplemented by ten EVs vehicles 7. From March 3rd to August 25th 2015,

tweets were collected. To cover the time before March 3rd , IBM Insights for Twitter was

used to retrieve older instances. 645,226 instances were acquired in total. The database

consists of 86.3% instance from the six month period and only the remainder is from the

time before these six months.

Based on the language information of Twitter, all non German instances are sorted out

which reduces our dataset to 39,739 instances. Thereafter, Descriptive Coding reveals that

there is only one conspicuous correlation: Tweets containing an URL also contain a need

with the probability of only 3.64%. Since the remaining dataset comprises 91.5% instances

with URLs, one achieves a great reduction and coincidently loosing a signi®cantly low

share of relevant needs. After removing duplications in the dataset which result either in

the multiple collection with the tools or the collection of re-tweets, the dataset has the

amount of 2,396 possibly relevant instances. The last step is the labeling of all remaining

tweets on whether or not they contain a customer need, which is done in a lab session

by at least three participants per tweet. Finally, we end up with 332 remaining instances

containing needs, which were only identi®ed as such if at least 2 out of 3 labelers agreed

on the tweet containing a need. This resembles the dataset of the work at hand, called

”need tweets” or ”instances”. An exemplary tweet is shown in ®gure 1.

Fig. 1: Exemplary ”Need tweet” in the ®eld of e-mobility

5 e-tankstelle, eauto, elektroauto, elektrofahrzeug, elektromobilitaet, elektromobilität, ladesaeule, ladesäule
6 ecar, electric mobility, EV vehicle, e-mobility, emobility
7 bmw i3, egolf, eup, fortwo electric drive, miev, nissan leaf, opel ampera, peugeot ion, renault zoe, tesla model s
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3 Methodology and Study

To identify customer needs in recent research, we have to conduct a literature review. We

select relevant publications about needs in the ®eld of e-mobility, determine their identi®ed

customer needs and cluster them in a bottom-up approach to summarize major need cate-

gories (3.1). In a second step, we assign every micro blog instance to one or more major

need categories and use this allocation as a basis to analyze our given dataset by splitting

the major categories into smaller clusters for a more detailed analysis (3.2). The compari-

son of the identi®ed needs in the literature and the allocation of our dataset represents the

third step of our results (4).

3.1 Identification and Clustering of Customer Needs from Literature

The identi®cation of customer needs in recent research starts with the selection of relevant

publications. There is no systematized approach in current need research which depicts

every aspect of customer needs in every possible ®eld of interest. Therefore, we limit our

focus only on our domain of interest, e-mobility, to depict the current state of need research

in this ®eld. Our main database for the literature is Google Scholar. We use the application

Paperfinder to search, ®lter and download literature [Sc15]. According to the principles of

Randolph, we start with a keyword search based on the generic words ”e-mobility” and

”need” [Ra09]. The relevance of the found literature is assessed mainly by its content but

we also evaluate the number of citations and the authors. Afterwards, we repeat this step

with ”electric mobility” and its German translation (”Elektromobilität”). The next step

is to use the keywords and titles of the found literature as the basis for a new keyword

search. Additionally, the bibliographies in the identi®ed literature are also a source for the

detection of relevant publications. We continue to send search requests with the keywords

and parts of the title of the already found literature until we reach saturation, which means

that we only receive already identi®ed literature.

Moreover, we discuss our found literature with experts in the ®eld of e-mobility. They help

us to enrich our list of literature with publications which we did not ®nd e.g. because the

publication is in progress and does not appear in online databases. In total we determine a

number of 38 papers, ®eld studies and computer simulations. We look at each publication

separately and roughly ascertain their identi®ed needs. Afterwards, we exclude ®ve publi-

cations from the time period 1981-2000 because we consider these papers as too old to

re¯ect current research. We also exclude 15 papers about EV adoption to be not affected

by a speci®c research method. Since we roughly ascertained the identi®ed needs in every

publication, we ensure that the excluded papers do not contain any fundamentally diffe-

rent needs compared to the needs in the remaining literature. Finally, our set consists of 18

publications8 from the period between 2010 and 2016, representing all kinds of studies,

e.g. surveys, observations or computer simulations. The next step is to analyze the papers

more precisely. We are especially interested in a clustering of needs by the researchers and

which gradation of needs (e.g. needs, wants and demands) they use in their research.

8 [Hi11, EL12, Fr12, CGK10, CFM10, ABH12, PJL11, Gl13, Pr13, Pl14, FA12, Gö11, De12, Du13, Wi13,

PG13, Fr15, SJF16]
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We ®nd neither information about the gradation of needs nor a uniform clustering pattern

to summarize them. Based on our research, none of the selected publications mind the dif-

ferent aspects of needs9. Due to our best knowledge, we know of no publication clustering

needs in e-mobility. Since a more global clustering of needs is crucial to ®nd a pattern

of e-mobility needs in research, we have to develop a clustering. We start clustering with

the condensation of different expressions for one and the same need. We explain how this

condensation works, e.g. on the need retail price: Based on the literature, we learn that the

initial price a user has to pay to buy an EV is very relevant for him. When we look at the

needs which are described in literature, some state that the customers demand a lower sa-

les tax (e.g. [CGK10]), some found a request of subsidies of the government (e.g. [Hi11])

or they ask for lower sales prices by the selling company (e.g. [CFM10]). Although the

wording and the method to ful®ll the need differs from publication to publication, the need

remains the same. The customer asks for a lower retail price, independently if this lower

retail price is the result of a subsidy, a lower sales price by the company or other measures.

Therefore, we sum up every need in the literature under the name retail price—as long

as it is related to the retail price in some way. We conduct this kind of condensation of

differently expressed but semantically identical needs into one general need expression for

every need in our literature. Afterwards, we create an overview which can be found as a

concept matrix in table 1. Every need in this table is one of the general needs we received

due to the described condensation of need expressions.

With the basis of table 1, the next step is to build major categories out of the identi®ed

needs. It is important that the emerging clusters of needs are disjoint but intrinsically si-

milar. There will always be a trade-off between broadly de®ned clusters and the number

of clusters—which can not be solved perfectly. Most importantly, the clustering must to

be unambiguous and every need is represented in one category. Subsequently, we assign

every need from the literature review to exactly one major category. In some cases needs

do not ®t in any of the categories, meaning the categorical system is not entire and has to

be revised. A method to create a clustering pattern, to which every need can be assigned,

is to start with the single needs and merge them continuously with the most similar needs

or cluster of needs until only a low number of major need categories remain. We start with

needs which have the closest distance to each other. In our case, the closest distance to

each other are all needs which have to do with the engine of a car, like its sound (e.g.

[Gö11]) or performance (e.g. [CFM10]. We merge them to an engine cluster. We search

again for needs or clusters which have the closest distance to each other after the exe-

cution of the ®rst step. In this second step, we merge almost every need excluding retail

price and environment, because the distance to other clusters or need expressions is still

too wide. Besides these two categories, retail price and environment, we ®nd a category

which covers every cost which is dependent on the driving usage of the car, a cluster with

essentials of an EV like its engine and safety, a category which covers all extras a car can

have like the size of the luggage space, a cluster with all needs referring charging and a

cluster which covers all personal needs like the demand to drive a popular brand.

9 We tried to ascertain the used aspects on our own but due to the fact that the gradations are not part of their

research, our ®ndings are very subjective. The letters in the up right corner of the cells in table 1 represent our

assessment which graduation of need is used (N=Need, W=Want, D=Demand).
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Afterwards, we merge these categories again. The retail price is similar to the variable

costs, so we decide to build a category for all cost-related needs. We also combine the es-

sential and the extra car needs to one larger car-related needs cluster. The charging cluster

is too distant to every other cluster, so it is not merged in this step. It remains a cluster

which covers all the charging-related needs. However, we can unite the environment clus-

ter and the personal cluster which covers all the social and individual needs. Now, we

consider the merging as completed. Every further combination would lead to very hetero-

geneous clusters. Therefore, we de®ne the following clusters as our four major need ca-

tegories in the ®eld of e-mobility; Cost-related needs, car-related needs, charging-related

needs as well as social and individual needs.

3.2 Clustering of Customer Needs from Tweets

To compare the identi®ed customer needs from our literature review with our dataset, we

use the previously described categories. We start with the assignment of the need tweets to

one or more major need category. Therefore, we look at every single instance and decide

to which major category or categories it belongs. To determine its af®liation, we use the

content of the instance, our interpretation what the author of the tweet meant and our

de®nitions of the four major need categories from the literature review. It can occur that an

instance is assigned to a major need category because the content refers to this category—

although the need expression or the need itself was not part of the category creation process

previously. We are also able to assign an instance to a ®fth category named other, if it

contains a need which is not covered by any of our major four need categories from the

literature review. The allocation is depicted in ®gure 2.
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80
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and Social

Charging-
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Fig. 2: Number of assigned need tweets to the different major need categories

During our assignment of instances to their need categories, we notice there are instances

in which the concrete need is almost impossible to detect or it is hard to determine if the

need ®ts in a major need category or is rather a need for the other category. Nevertheless,

we consider our assignment as reasonable and scienti®cally reproducible as possible and

it is checked by both researchers. Having assigned every instance to one or more of the
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four major need categories (cost-related, car-related, charging-related and social and in-

dividual needs) and the other category, we proceed top-down when we use this allocation

to build smaller clusters, derived from the major need categories. This allows an analysis

in more detail and we can compare if we ®nd the same sub-categories we discovered in

our literature review.

We start with every instance which is assigned to the major need category cost-related.

The instances of this category contain four tweets which refer to the electricity price, so

we pool them together to a sub-category. All the other instances do not refer to a speci®c

price because the people mix up retail prices and costs for a vehicle in general. Hence, we

decide to group every instance, which does not contain an electricity-price need, to one

large retail price and cost cluster. In the next step, we try to analyze our sub-categories in

more detail to determine if there are smaller clusters we can build out of these instances.

In this case a further reduction is not possible. Therefore, the set of cost-related instances

is split and every instance is assigned to one of the two sub-categories. The number of how

many instances are assigned to one sub-category stands for the quantity of this need in our

whole dataset.

We do the same proceeding with every instance which is assigned to the major need cate-

gories or to the other category. We try to ®nd sub-categories in which we can subdivide our

dataset. Sometimes, an instance can contain two needs of the same major need category.

In this case we duplicate the instance and assign one instance to the one sub-need category

and one to the other. Therefore, and because an instance can also be assigned to more than

one major need category, we found 361 needs in 332 instances. Consequently, we receive

a tree of major needs and sub-categories. This tree is depicted in ®gure 3. The numbers on

the leaves represent the number of instances which are assigned to this sub-category and

therefore contain this speci®c need. There are also some nodes which contain a number.

In these cases, the instance contains a need which is expressed so widely that we are only

able to say it refers to the node but do not recognize to which sub-category of this node.

4 Discussion

Since our dataset mainly covers the timespan from March 3rd to August 25th 2015 and

we only have instances with content in German, we are also only able to give insights for

this speci®c timespan and only for the German-speaking area. Events in the meantime like

the reveal of the Volkswagen emissions scandal in September 2015 or the presentation of

the Tesla Model 3 in March 2016 could have changed the current needs of people in the

®eld of e-mobility—but is not re¯ected in our dataset. As mentioned before, the following

statements do not claim to be representative but to deliver new insights and stimulus.

The dataset contains 60 cost-related needs, 61 car-related needs, 163 charging-related

needs, 30 social and individual needs and 46 needs which are not represented by one of

these categories. The cost-related needs can be split into needs which refer to the electri-

city price and in needs which refer to the retail price and the costs for an EV. In contrast

to the needs from our literature review, the needs referring to the electricity price are un-

derrepresented. The electricity price is a need in over half of the used literature whereas
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only 6.7% of the cost-related tweets contain a need in this domain. The remaining 93.3%

instances contain needs which refer to the retail price in particular or to the costs of EVs

in general. In many tweets, one is not able to say if the author of the tweet refers just to

the retail price or to the total costs of the car, a distinction which is clearly made in the

literature. Only two instance have positive sentiments towards the current costs whereas

54 request lower retail prices or costs.

Compared to the previous category, the car-related needs show more diversity. The driving

experience is lauded by every of the 12 instances whereas the opinion about the engine per-

formance is balanced. Moreover, the sound of an EV is discussed very controversial: Four

people like the silence of EVs but ®ve people miss the sound of a fossil fuel engine during

driving. Additionally, six people believe that the absence of a car sound is dangerous for

traf®c participants and pedestrians. The current design of EVs is mainly rejected and the

comfort and suitability for daily use is disbelieved by 13 instances. Compared to the litera-

ture review, no tweet questions the reliability or safety of an EV. We assume the (potential)

customers do not expect any differences in these topics between a fossil fuel vehicle and

an EV.

Our dataset is dominated by various needs which refer to charging. 38 potential consumers

and users of EVs fault the low quantity of charging stations and only two are satis®ed with

it. A great nuisance for current users is when they are not able to use existing charging

infrastructure (see ®gure 1), a problem which can not be found in any of the used pu-

blications. Eight instances refer to blocked charging stations by non EVs or fully charged

cars, ten users report not-functioning stations and four tweets describe situations where the

user did not know of an existing charging station. Moreover, twelve people have problems

with the different payment systems and often with the charging on a station of a provider,

divergent from those they usually use.

The driving range of EVs, which is signi®cantly lower to the range of fossil fuel vehicles,

is an issue in 46 instances. There are two people which are satis®ed with the current driving

ranges, but the vast majority criticizes it. In addition, the charging technology is another

topic of charging-related needs. The technology itself, the used charger and the battery

are represented in 23 instances. The greatest single need in technology is the charging

time with twelve mentions but in comparison to the other needs of the category charging

it is only a minor need. This is also a difference to the ®ndings of our literature review

in which a fast charging time is a frequently mentioned need. Moreover, a fact that is

represented by almost every instance is that the (potential) consumers are not willing to

change their driving habits and demand the same comfort referring to the driving range

like a fossil fuel vehicle has.

The social and individual needs are dominated by environmental needs. In contrast to the

literature, a majority of people think that e-mobility is not a bene®t for the environment.

The most criticized issues are the origin of electricity, which is mainly produced by coal-

®red power plants in Germany, and the emissions which are caused during the production.

Other needs are the demand for test drives to get experience with EVs, to use e-mobility

to be ”cool” or to become independent from oil companies. However, compared to our
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dataset in total, the social and individual needs, especially the environment, only make up

8.3% of the total needs—and prove to be less frequent than current research assumes.

The last category other contains every need which is not covered by the major need cate-

gories and therefore also not represented in the current state of research. The instances are

divided in needs which can be named and needs which are ambiguous and we do not have

the ability to name the need unambiguously. The unambiguous needs refer to better sales

and distribution by the companies, a better service and more EVs available to rent. There

is also respectively one person who demands an icon for e-mobility and a single contact

person for the topic e-mobility. Furthermore, the ambiguous needs include instances which

contain the desire of a (better) support for e-mobility without specifying precisely how this

support should look like, if it is ®nancial support for the buyers, the companies, legislati-

ve changes or something totally different. These instances have in common that they are

mainly addressed to the government or politicians. Additionally, other ambiguous needs

are the criticism of the current de®nition of e-mobility by the public and the demand for

a car without specifying why. We also ®nd nine instances for which we are not able to

determine the need.

When we look at the instances in general, we notice two issues which do not refer to a spe-

ci®c major needs category. Most instances are written by people who have no experience

with EVs10 and never did a test drive. They are the vast majority of people who criticize

the costs as well as the driving range of cars. However, when we only look at the tweets of

people who have experience with EVs, the sentiment towards e-mobility becomes much

more positive e.g. every of the twelve opinions about the great driving experience is ex-

pressed by them. The other observation is that e-mobility is equaled with personal EVs.

Other characteristics like new mobility concepts besides owning an own car are hardly

ever represented in our dataset.

5 Conclusion and Outlook

We motivated the work at hand with the importance of the identi®cation of customer needs,

which can be of support in the design of market-driven services. By comparing needs in

the ®eld of e-mobility from literature with needs from micro blog posts, we get valuable

insights about customer needs expressed in social media.

We gave an overview of current literature about customer needs in e-mobility. Afterwards,

we analyzed the customer needs in the literature and assembled a representative set of 18

publications. Based on this set we learned that the detected needs can be pooled in four

major categories (cost-related needs, car-related needs, charging-related needs and social

and individual needs). We were able to assign every customer need in current research of

e-mobility to exactly one category. To our knowledge there is no such pattern to cluster

customer needs in the ®eld of e-mobility research.

The received (unrepresentative) Twitter dataset gave us useful insights in the ®eld of e-

mobility. Charging-related needs are the mostly expressed needs in our dataset. Besides

10 As far as we can judge such statements.
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the concerns about the quantity of charging stations and driving range, which can also

be found in literature, we learned that a large set of instances refer to situations in which

the infrastructure was available but could not used. For instance, the case that a charging

station is blocked by another car is not covered by current research yet—but often occurred

in our dataset. Additionally, the needs which refer to the costs of an electric vehicle are also

frequently expressed. Their overwhelmingly share demand lower prices. When we look

at the environmental bene®t of e-mobility, the opinion is split because the origin of the

used electricity is predominantly based on fossil energy sources. The analysis of customer

needs, which do not ®t in our major categories, reveals the need for better interaction of

the selling company with the customer, when it comes to the sale of a electric vehicle or

services which are offered by the company. Moreover, we learned that customer experience

in the ®eld of e-mobility leads to a better sentiment towards e-mobility—which is also a

key ®nding of Dudenhöffer [Du13].

The work at hand has three major limitations. First, we used data which is collected by

keywords. This could lead to the case that relevant instances are excluded from the data-

set, because they did not match any of the keywords. The same could happen when we

try to eliminate all non-relevant instances from the retrieved dataset. Second, subjective

assessments can not be ruled out. Although we tried to work as impartial as possible, we

can not guarantee that some decisions are in¯uenced by personal circumstances as part of

the clustering of needs to ®nd our major need categories. In this case, we decided to merge

clusters based on our opinion of homogeneity of the resulting cluster. Same applies for

assignment of the micro blog posts to the categories; Some contain texts which allow in-

terpretation about the underlying need or reply to an unknown tweet of another user which

could lead to false interpretations. Third, the work only shows a static snap-shot of tweets

in 2015 and does not consider dynamics of customer needs.

Nonetheless, the work at hand shows how valuable an in-depth analysis of ®rst-hand cu-

stomer expressions about a certain topic (in this case e-mobility) can be. We were able

to detect new, previously unknown needs which were not named in the state of the art

literature. This can be of help in the development of future, customer-centered e-mobility

services. Future work will concentrate on ways to automate the described process of ex-

tracting needs from micro blog data within an automated tool [Ku16, KSS16]—an interes-

ting ®eld of work lies ahead.
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